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Preliminary - Pleasa do not quote aithout permission.ABSTRACT
Within tha last decade, aevaral sstimation techniques have been proposed
for estimation of seríes which exhibie aome form of long-tezm persiatencs, or
long memory, in thair conditional mean. pmong theae techniquea are tvo-atep
estimation procedurea based on the spectrum of tha series, and ~axlmum llkalihood
estímation (MI,E) procedures based in both the fraqwncy and tiae dosalns Thia
paper preaents tha theorstical derívation of a generalisad sethod of ~omenta
(C~) astimator for long-mamory tima saries. The G!Q[ eatlmation technlque
provides an attractive alternative astimation procedure sincs it doas not require
the dístributional assumptiona necessary under maximum ltkalihood estiwtlon
tachniquea.
The moment conditions exploited by the G!Q[ astimatoz sake we of the
theoretical and estimated autocorrelation functiona of the iong-~~ory p~ua.
The papar presents numerical rssults from variance calculatlons wing all
available moment conditions as well as groups of momant condítlons to axasine the
efficiency of the CM~[ estlmator rslative to that of tha lQ,g.i
1. INTRODUCTION
Hany economic and financíal time series are characterized by strong
persiscence in thair mean such that whan expressed in lavels the serias appaar
to be nonstationary, or contain a unit root, yet when expreased in first
differences the sarias appaar to be overdifferenced. Tha traditional
nonstationary Autoragressive-Intsgratadltoving Average ARINA(p,d,q) model of Box
and Jenkína (1976), where the pazameter of intagration can take on only integar
values, is not abla to account for the long-tera parsiatsnce which is
characteristic of thase series. Thís can ba especially relavant in applied
analysis since empirical imsstigation of such seriea must be done nithin the
framework of a model which is abla to account for tha substantially high ordar
of correlation presant in these series.
Several estimation techniques hava been devslopad vithin tha last dacada
to estímate the degree of persistence of a fractionally intagrated, long-aesory
process. Among these tachniques is the frsquency-doaain baaad, tvo-atap
estimation procedura of Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) which utilizes tha
spectrum of a series in astimating the parameter of fractional intagration.
Alternatively, the maximim likelihood sstimation proeedures of Nosking (1984b),
Fox and Taqqu (1986), and Sowell (1992), which have bean baaad in botii tha tiaa
and frequency domains, utilize standard first-order conditiona in saxisizing the
log of the likelihood function of the fraccionally integratad procass. This
paper presents the derivation of an alternativs estisation procsdure to astisata
the degree of persistenca of a long-memory process, which is based on the
technique of generalizad method of moments (GlQi).
The generalized method of moments estimation techniqua is an attrsctlva
alternative framework in which to estímate tha parameter of fractlonalz
intagration of a long-memory process since it does not require the dlstríbutional
assumptions necessary undsr maximum 1lkelihood eatimation teohnlquas and
consequently offers ths advantags of robustness in parameter astimatíon. In
addition, approximata NLE can often involve numerieally cwbsrsoma tachniques
which may be avoided, in some part, wlth tha technique of genaralizad method of
moments. For the fractíonally integrated procasa, the Gl4t estimation techniqua
exploits the sat of moment conditions that aqwte tha expected valw of the
sample autocorrelations to the correspondíng population autocorrelations,
evaluated at tha true parameter values. In this way a consistent eatimata of the
parameters can be obtained.
The plan of the rest of the paper is as follovs. The following section
discussas the Gl44 eatimation technique in the contaxt .of the fractionally
integrated model and presents the motivation for ths we of GI4i in thie context.
Sectibn 3 presents the derivation of the asymptotic diatribution of tha eati~ated
autocorrelations undar specified asaumptions. This section also presenta the
derivation of the asymptotic variance of the GM! estimator. Section 4 provides
an ínvestigation of the astimation procedure by examining the asysptotie
efficiency of the estimator for a ranga of valuea of the parameter d wing
various moment conditions as well as subsets of moment conditiona. Ths paper
ends with a brief summary and concluding section.
2. C24[ ESTIMATION IN THE CONTEET OF THE FRACTIONALLL INTECSATED UDDEL
The estimatíon technique of generalizsd method of moments makes we of a
set of orthogonality conditions that are implied by the model to be eatimated
such that the expected value of the orthogonality condition is eqwl to zaro at
the true parameter value. For tha case of the fractionally integratsd uodel,3
eonsidar the non-zero mean, statíonary time seriea ( yt) exprassed in
ARFINA(P.d.q) form as introduced in Chaptar II as
(1.) (1 - L)d (yt - v) - a(L)Id(L) ~t - ut
where for -y ~ d t M, yt is said to be fraetionally integrated of order d, the
polynomiala B(L) and e(L) are aa Mfined in Chapter II, and ut ia a stationary
and invertible error process. Following tha framevork of Hansen's (1982) Gt4[
estimator, estimation of a(p x 1) parameter vactor J1 via tha ClQ~I eatimation
technique involves tha use of m orthogonality rastrictiona vhere ~ is at least
as great as p. Dafining eha (m x 1) vector of orthogonality conditions as some
functíon g(yt,a), ehe Gl4í estimator of a is givan aa that valw of tha parawtar
vector vhich satisfies
(2.) min g(Y,a)' W B(Y,a).
a
vhere g(y,a) is the standard expressionl for tha orthogonality conditlon of the
Gt4! estimator written in tha form of an average as
1 In the context of tha fractlonally integrated procesa expreased in (1.),
use of an orthogonality condition of the forn g(y,a) is not directly appllcable
due to the difficulty in axpressing the orthogonality conditiona 1n tha for~ of
an average. This problem arisas because the typical orthogonality condltion of
the fractionally integrated proceas is a function of an infinite number of terns.
Therefore, as an alternative, the function g(.) is exprsssed in the fors of a




8(Y.a) - 1~T E B(yt.a).
t-1
In this formulation, W is an (m x m) positíve dafinite, symmatzie welghtíng
matrix defined as that matrix which has the characteristic of minimizing the
sample orthogonality conditions. Tha minimized valw of tha criterion function
(2.) wíll be asymptotically diatributed as Chi-square with (n - p) degrees of
freedom. Wíthin the contsxt of the G!4[ estimation procedure, the expression
'g(y,a) should convarge to zaro for the trw paramater vactor and not for any
other element of the parameter apace. Additionally, tha optimal veighting
matrix, W, ia giwn as
W - [cov g(Yt.a)~-1.
Under weak regularity conditions, Hansen (1982) shows that the Cl4I
estimator of the pazameter vector J1 satiafies
T UQ,~, - a) - N(~,[D'G-1D1-1)
where C-1 is the optimal waighting matrix. In this reprssentation, D is definad
as the (m x p) matrix of partial derivatives of the moment conditíotu with
respect to the parameter vector; that is,
D - 8 g(Y ,a)
a a'
The G!R! estimation procedure may ba applied to many standard economatric5
models, each of which exploits its own unique set of moment conditions and
asymptotically optimal veighting matrix. For tha caae of ehe fractionally
intagrated model, the moment conditions sxploited maks we of the theoratical and
estimated autocorrelation functions oE the model. Consider, for aimplicity, the
zero-mean ARFINA(O,d,O) procass
(j~) (1 - L)d yt ~ ut
where ut 1a a stationary srror procesa, d E(-k,k), and pj - corr(yt,yt-j) is
defined as the jth autocorrelation function of tha procesa. The simple model
expressed in (3.) is a single parameter model such that a consists of a aingls
element, d.2 Recall that for the model given by (3.), pj may be expressed
simply ae a function of d, as given earliar in Chapter II, as
C(1-d)I'(jtd) j (dti-1)
pj- i'(d)C(j~-1) - i~l (i-d)
'
The momant condition exploited by the fractionally integrated model, considering
ths first k momants, may be expressed as E(p - p(d)] - 0 vhare
p - (vl. . . . .pkl~ and
p(d) - (pl(d). . . . ~pk(d)1~.
Z This estimation proeadura may be applied to ths more genaral, multi-
parameter ARFINA representation given by (1.) in which case J1 would be a v~ctor
and would include the parameters of the autoregresaive and moving awrage
polynomials.6
Vithin the contexc of the fractionally intagzated model, the CI4[ estimator of the
parameter vector a may be expreased as that value of d which satisfies
(a.) S(d) - min [v - v(d)]' Y[v - v(d)1
a
and the asymptotically optimal wighting matzix, Y, ia given as
Y - [cov(P - v(d)11-1.
In considering the efficiency of the Ct4[ astimator, it should be the case
that any astimator based on all availabla moment conditions should be relatiwly
more efficient than that based on only a subset of theaa moment conditions.
However, in the case of ths fractionally integrated process there will be sose
advantage to considering the Q44 estimator bassd on a subseC of mo~ant
conditions, sspecially in ths casa vhers a stationary ARMA component axista in
the series. In such a model, tha sutocorrelation functiotu for tha lowr-order
moments of the proceas will ba a function of tM autoragrassive and moving
average parameters of tha model aa wall ths parameter d. As such, tha
autocorrelation functions for the lower-order moments will be qulte dlfferent
from those autocorrelatlons that exist at highsr-order moments, vhich are simply
a function of the parameter d. In thís aense the autocorralation functions for
the lower-order momants may ba thought of as baing 'contaminated' when a
stationary ARMA component exists in ths series. As a result, it would be of
interest in thia context to datermins whathar the efficiency of thef~4[ estimatorís maintained vhen using some subset of tha momant condltlona, for exampla
moments (r } 1) through ((r t 1) t k~, such that tha first r momants may ba
diacarded. Simple asymptotlc variance calculations may be employad to detetmine
these rslativa efficianciea, and these oparationa azs dlscusead further in
section 4.
3. ASYIiPTOTIC DISTRIBOTION THEORY
In order to determine tha asymptotic distribution and optl~al veighting
matrix of the generalizad method of momants aati~ator for tha fractionally
integrated process, it is necessary to derive tha asymptotlc distzibutiou of Cha
moment condition, [p - p(d)]. Recall that d~ solvaa tha operati:on 8S.(d)~8d
- 0 as given in equation (4.). This sxpression may ba vrittan ín tha fors of ita
Taylor-series expansion as
8S-~ ~ 25(d) } BZS(d)
(d - d),
8d ád' 8d~
where d,~ lies between d and d. Equating the above axpanalon to zaro and aolvíng
for (d - d) gives
(d - d) . - rê2Síd)1-1 êS(d)
IL 8~J dd
where BS(d)~8d - - 2 D'W[p - p(d)],8
82S(d)~BdZ - 2 D'4TD t op(1),
and D is as defined praviously. It follovs that the asymptotic distribution of
the Gt~i estimator of d satlsfies
j (a - d) -
22S(d) -1 ~ áS(d)
- [ a~, 8d
- (D'~)-1 D'WT[o - v(d)1-
The asymptotic distrlbution of f[p - p(d)] for the fractionally
integrated, long-memory process is given ín Hosking (1984a). Hosking considera
the fractíonally intagrated ARIHA(p,d,q) process as expressed in (1.) vhere at
is an independent and identically, but not necessarily normally, distributed
white noise error process with mean zero and varianca o? et has a finita fourth
moment, and yt has mean y. Tha sample autocorrelation function is defined as
2-.1




where y- 1~T ~ yt is the sampla mean of tha process. For ths standard,
c-1
stationary, short-memory time series procass where d talus on integer valws,
there are standard results for the asymptotic diatribution of the sampla
autocovariance function. However, in the case of the fractlonally integrated,
long-memory time series process whera -k ~ d t~, Hosking (1984a) shows that9
these standard results hold for d E[-~S,k) but not for d t k. This discrapancy
may be attributed to the trsatmant of the astimatíon of the mean of the
fractionally integratad procesa. That is, for k 5 d ~ k ths effect of replacing
p with y' is not neglígibla, even asymptotlcally, and large bías (of the same
order of magnitude as that of the standard deviation) ia introduced ínto the
estimate of the autocorrelation function. Consequently, the remaíning analysís
of this chapter will restrlct attention to the range of values of the paramater
vector for whích d e(-ti,k). Within this range~ the estiaated autocorrslation
functions will ba distributed asymptotically normal rith varianca of order 1~T.
Following Hosking (1984a), the estimated autocorrelation function, p haa
covariance matrix C which has i,j th element given by
(5') c1.~ - 1~T ~~1(psti } ps-i - 2 p1Ps)(PSt' } ps-j - 2 P'pa))
and C-(ci~1. In applying the Gt4t astimation procedurs to ths single parameter
fractionally integrated procesa, then, the asymptotic dietribution of [p - p(d)]
will be given by f(p - p(d)) - N(O,C) where the dimension of C vill be definad
by the number of moments used in estimation, and the asymptotic diatribution of
the GI4{ estimator will be given by
(6.) ~ (d - d) - NID,(D'C-1D)-1(.~
3 For d- k, asymptotic normality is retained but the variance of the
estimated autocorrelation function is of order 1~T(log T). For d e(k,M),
asymptotic normality is not retained and the varianca is of order T~~1-~~.
~ In thís representation the optímal weighting matrix, defíned in (2.) as
W, is given by C-1.lo
q, ~SyHPTOTIC PERPORISANCE OF THE C!R( ESTIMATOR FOR THE FRACTIONALLi
IHTgCgpTED T[ODEL
The asymptotic performanca of the ganeralizsd method of moments estimator
for cha fractionally intsgrated process is examined by calculating the large
sample variance of d as gíven in (6.). To parform this caleulation it is
necessary to computa [D'C-1D]-l where D and C are functions of the paras~ater d
and the numbcr of moments, k, used in estimation. In the ganeral case, th~
efficiency of the GlQL estlmator should ba grsatest vhen calculations are
performed utilizing all available momant conditions. Hovaver, !n the case of the
fractionally intsgrated process, ahich uses the estlmated autocorrelations in
calculation, the possibls number of available moment conditiotu is lnfiníte.
Relative efficiency, than, should continue to increasa as a greater numbar of
moments are uaed in estimation such that mora momsnts vill alvays ba praferred.
As such, the use of any subsat of momenta !n estimation should provide lowr
levels of efficiency relativa to that in which a greater nunber of siownts are
employed.
The calculation of the vector of partial derivatives, D, and the covariance
matrix of the estimatnd autocorrelation functíons, C, is as follors. Recsll that
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(-1)ktl k e g(-)
(d-1)2(d-2)2(d-3)2 ... (d-k)
where f(.) will bs a function of di and i-(0, 1, 2, 3, ..., 2[k-1]). From
the above expressíons and the formula givan by (6.), the valws of D and C are
calculated for various values of d e(-M,k) taken at diacrete intervals, that is
d - -.50, -.45, -.40, . . . , .20, .24, and various numbers of momsnt conditiona.
Relatíve efficiency comparisons are provided 1n Tables 1 through 4 vhlch will
each be diacussed in turn below.
Table 1 presenta the asymptotic variance calculations of the Q4i estiaator
for given values of d using moments 1 through "n" in calculation, vhere n- 1,
2, 3, ..., 20. In each casa it appsars that as the number of mownts usad in
estimation increases, the asymptotic varianca of the G!4[ eatiotator comergea to
that of the maximum likelihood estimate, (x2~6)-1 -.6079, aa given in Li and
McLeod (1986). For posítivs valuss of d it appears quite rsasonable to concluda
that the relatíve efficiencles of the GMM eatimator and the MLE are cosparable
when only 10 moments are used, although the efficiency of the GlQI astinator
decreases slightly as the absolute value of d increases. For nagative valuas ofiz
d the convergence of the variance of the GMí estimator to that of the lil.E
requiras tha use of additional moment conditions in calculation, and the
efficiency of the estimator also decreases over this range as the absolute value
of d increases.
As discussed in section 2, there is some interest in employíng the GNN
estimatíon technique to the fractionally integrated modal since this procedure
allows for calculation of the eatimator based upon subsets of moments so that
earlier moments may be dropped from estimatíon. Th1a notion ia particulazly
attractive within the framework of the long-memory procesa eince the presence of
autoregressíve and moving averaga components in the procass may contaminate the
autocorrelation functions for lower-order moments. Tables 2 through 4 allow for
an examination of the efficiencx of the Gt4i estimator when dropping earliar
moments ín calculation, and the results of each table are diacussed below.
Tabla 2 presents the asymptotic variance of d when using only moment 'n"
in calculation, where n- 1, 2, 3, ..., L0. In this way !t will be poaaible
to examine the contributíon of each indívidual moment condition to tha afficíency
of the GIR4 estimator. Table 2 clearly indicatea tha aacrifice in efficiency for
a given value of d when uaing only one moment condition in estimation,.
particularly when using any individual moment after the first soment. For
negative valuea of d, for example, the asymptotic varlancs of the esti~ator
íncreases dramatically when usíng any moment other than the firat in calculation.
For example, for d--..05, the asymptotic varíance of the Gt4i estimator based on
the use of moment two only is more than fiva times that based on moment one only.
The loss in efficiency when using only the second momant is evan more dramatic
as the value of d decreases to d--.49. In additlon, Table 2 indicataa that
similar losses ín efficiency are evident when calculation ia based on tue.of only13
moment three, or only moment four, and so on. The same sacrifice in efficiency
in using only one moment ia evident for positive values of d as well, although
the magnítude of the increase in the asymptotic variance is somewhat amaller.
For example, for d-.05, the asymptotic variance of the Gt4t estimator based on
the use of only moment two is approximately thrae times that of the estimator
based on only moment one; recall, as discussed above, that for --.OS the
variance ia more than five times greater.
Recall that Tabla 1 illwtrated the trade off thar existed betwean the
efficiency of the GNlt estimator and the absolute valua of tha parametar d. That
is, the relatíve efficíency of tha Gl4i estimator based on moments 1 through n
increases aa the absolute value of d decreases. The same trada off is evident
in Table 2. When using only a síngle moment to calculata the Gt44 estímator, the
asymptotic varianca of the estimator decreases as the abaolute valw of d
decreases. This trade off may be explained for the fractionally intsgratad
process by considering the relative contribution of auccessíve moments to the
efficiency of the estimator, for a gíven value of d. As axprassed in (6.), the
elements of the vactor D represent the derivatives of the moment conditions víth
respect to the parameter, d. In the case of the fractionally Lntegratsd process,
there is relatively little change in eaeh element of tha vector D bayond the
first element. This may ba attributed to the relative flatness of the
autocorrelation functions beyond the first moment, for a given valw of d. In
addltion, the diagonal elements of the matrix C, as expresaed in (6.), show
ralatively little change beyond the first alement. It appears, then, Ln the case
of the fractíonally integrated process that, for a given value of d, a
significant amounc of information ís contained in tha first moment and thw there
exists a sacrifice in the efficiency of the Gt4~t astimator when wing any ona14
moment, other than the fi;st, in calculation.
Table 3 presents the results of using subsets of five moment conditions in
calculating the asymptotic varlance of the GtRi estimator in which the first
moment used in estimatíon is equal to "n", and n- 1, 2, 3, ..., 10. Again,
it can be seen that, for a given value of d, the asymptotic efficiency of the GNlt
estimator decreases significantly when the first moment is dropped from the
calculations. For example, for d--.05, the asymptotic variance using moments
2 through 6 ís more than four times that uaing moments 1 through 5. In addition,
the results of Table 3 indicate that thn estimator based on a subaet of five
moment conditíons, dropping earlier moments in calculation, is relatively Less
efficient than the estimator based on more (or all available) moment conditions.
As observed in Tables 1 and 2, the same trade off exists b4tween the efficiency
of the GMM estimator and the value of d when using a subset of five moments; for
a given subset of five moments, the efficiency of the Gt4i estimator incraasss as
the value of d approaches zero. In addition, Table 3 clearly indicatas the
sacrifice in the efficiency of the Gt4S estimator that results from dropping more
and more of the earlier moments from the calculations. That is, for any givsn
value of d, the asymptotic variance of the Gl4i estimator increases aa more of the
earlier moments are dropped from tha calculations..For any given valua of d when
usíng a subset of five moment conditions, the relative efficíency of the GMi
estimator is the greatast when using the first five moments.
The results of Table 3 should not be surprising gíven the findinga of Table
2 whích indicate the relative importance of the first moment condition in
estímatíon. It appears that any calculations which omit tha firat moment
condition result in considerable loss of efficíency.
Finally, Tabla 4 presents the resulCS of using a aubset of ten moment15
conditions in calculating tha asymptotic variance of the Gt4t estimator, where tha
fírst moment used ín estimation is equal to "n" and n- 1, 2, 3, ..., 10. The
results of Table 4 are very similar to those of Table 3 in that they indicate the
relative loss in efficiency in using subsets of moment conditions whera earlier
moments are dropped from estimation. It is evident that calculatlons based on
a subset of ten moment conditíons, especially when dropping the firat moment,
involve significant losses in efficiency, with the greatest loss occurríng when
tha largest number of earlier moments are dropped from the calculationa. Again,
given the results of Table 2 this should not be aurprísing since a great deal of
information is contained in the first moment. It doea appear, however, that the
efficiency of tha Gl4i astimator is greater when a larger subeet of moment
conditions are used in the calculations. That is, for any given value of d, ths
asymptotic variance of the GMM estimator based on a subaet of ten moments is
smaller than that based on a subset of five moments. It Ss st111 the case,
however, that the use of a greater number of momenes in calculation of ths G14[
estimator, as opposed to the use of any subset of moments, dominates in terw of
the asymptotic efficiency of the estimator.
5. SUI4YNARY AND CONCLQSION
This chapter has examined the use of the estimation technique of
generalized method of moments in estimating the parametere of ths fractionally
integrated process. The use of this technique is particularly appaaling in this
context since ít does not require the distributional assumptions encountsred in
using maximum likelihood estimation techniquea, and also because !t evoids the
computational difficulty often encountered in employing approximate NS,E
techniques. In addition, the relative efficienciea of the two mathods appear Co16
be comparable, asymptotically, as the varíance calculations provided Ln Table 1
indicate convergence of the variance of the GMM estimator to that of the HLE (a
value of .6079). Tha GI4i estimation technique appears to be a reasanable
procedure to employ in the context of the simple ARFIHA(O,d,O) processes.
It does appear, however, that GMM applíed to the fractionally integrated
process requires the use of lower-order autocorrelations in order to avoid large
losses of efficiency. The results of Tables 1 through 4 demonstrate that the
relative efficiency of the GM~[ estímation technique, when applied to the
fractionally integrated process, is greatest when using a greater number of
moment conditions in estimation. Table 2 shows the significant loss in
efficiency which is encountered when the first moment is dropped from estimation.
This apparently ís due to the relatively small contribution of information
attributable to successively higher moments of the long-memory proceas. This
observatíon is further confirmed in Tables 3 and 4 where thara exiats
considerable inefficiency in using subsets of moment conditions, particularly as
a greater number of the earlier moments are dropped in eatimation.
Theae results ara aspecially ralevant if one allowa for short-run dynauics
in the model, as in the case of the ARFIMA(p,d,q) process. For p~ 0 or q~ 0,
the lower-order autocorrelations may be substantially different than those for
the (O,d,O) part of the process. Since it appears that these lower-order
autocorrelations cannot be dropped from estimation wíthout sacrificing
efficiency, it is reasonable to consider Gt4i estimation of the ARFINA(p,d,q)
model in the context in which d is estimated jointly with the autoregressíve and
moving average parameters of the process. This is an important topic for further
research.TABLE 1
Asyaptotic Variances of ,r (d - d) Using Mouents 1, 2, 3, .. , n
n-1 n-2 n-3 n-4 n-5 n-6 n-7 n-8 n-9 n-10
d--.49 3.4013 2.0666 1.6219 1.3974 1.2611 1.1690 1.1037 1.0573 1.0219 .9936
d--.45 3.1353 1.9355 1.5337 1.3303 1.2065 1.1225 1.0615 1.0149 .9780 .9480
d--.40 2.8206 1.7792 1.4281 1.2482 1.1370 1.0610 1.0053 .9626 .9303 .904)
d--.3S 2.5256 1.6294 1.3256 1.1704 1.0752 1.0102 .9629 .9268 .8932 .8667
d--.30 2.2507 1.4874 1.2274 1.0943 1.0125 ~.9567 .9159 .9105 .9035 .6977
d--.25 1.9946 1.3527 1.1331 1.0204 .9510 .9036 .8690 .8425 .8214 .6043
d--.20 1.7580 1.2257 1.0434 .9496 .8919 .8524 .8236 .BO1S .7840 .7697
d--.15 1.5399 1.1061 .9577 .8814 .8346 .8026 .7793 .7614 .7473 .7358
d--.10 1.3407 .9950 .8773 .8172 .7804 .7553 .7372 .7233 .7123 .7034
d--.OS 1.1604 .8924 .8025 .7570 .7294 .7108 .6974 .6873 .6793 .6728
d-.00 1.0000 .8000 .7347 .7024 .6833 .6705 .6615 .6547 .6495 .6453
d-.OS .8613 .7202 .6772 .6561 .6444 .6369 .6317 .6279 .6251 .6229
d-.10 .7491 .6588 .6341 .6237 .6184 .6153 .6133 .6120 .6111 .6105
d-.15 .6769 .6303 .6215 .6186 ,6179 .6177 .6176 .6176 .6176 .6176
d-.20 .6884 .6783 .6783 .6775 .6759 .6740 .6719 .6698 .6677 .6657
d-.24 .8629 .8594 .8432 .8252 .8088 .7945 .7822 .7714 .7620 .7538TABLE 1 (Cont'd)
n-11 n-12 n-13 n-14 n-15 n-16 n-17 n-18 n-19 n-20
d--.49 .9712 .9527 .9373 .9244 .9135 .9043 .8963 . 8894 .8834 ,8783
d--.45 .9230 .9018 .8834 .8674 .8533 .8407 .8295 .8193 .B101 .8017
d--.40 .8837 .8663 .8515 . 8388 .8280 .8185 .8101 .8026 .7960 .7901
d--.35 .8446 .8258 .8095 .7908 .7748 .7587 .7442 .7306 .7179 .1062
d--.30 .8930 .8855 .8806 .8768 .8737 .6712 .8691 .8664 .8643 .8625
d--.25 .7900 .7779 .7675 .7584 .7505 .7435 .7372 .7316 . 7253 .7200
d--.20 .7579 .7478 .7392 .7317 .7251 .7193 .7140 .7094 .7051 .7013
d--.15 .7263 .7183 .7113 .7055 .7001 .6934 .6885 .6843 .6806 .6771
d--.10 .6970 .6910 .6859 .6814 .6775 .6740 .6768 .6764 .6742 .6728
d--.OS .6675 .6630 .6592 .6559 .6531 .6506 .6534 .6522 .6509 ,6496
d-.00 .6418 .6390 .6366 .6345 .6327 .6312 ,6298 .6286 .6275 .6265
d-.OS .6212 .6197 .6185 .6175 .6167 .6160 .6153 .6148 .6143 .6139
d-.10 .6100 .6096 .6094 .6092 .6090 . 6089 .6068 .6087 .6086 .6085
d-.15 .6176 .6176 .6175 .6174 .6174 .6173 .6172 .6171 .6170 .6170
d-.20 .6639 .6622 .6606 .6590 .6576 .6562 .6549 .6537 .6526 .6515
d-.24 .7464 .7399 .7340 .7281 .7239 .7195 .1155 .7118 .7084 .7052TABLE 2
Asyoptotic Variances of fT (d - d) Using Mosant n Only
n-1 n-2 n-3 n-4 n-5 n-6 n-7 n-8 n-9 n-10
d--.49 3.4013 276.54 383.92 706.60 1230.1 2029.5 3132.8 4622.3 6543.2 9126.8
d--.45 3.1353 516.27 463.86 142.51 1199.8 1868.7 2760.0 3936.7 5430.4 7358.4
d--.40 2.8206 2586.1 703.37 888.06 1282.2 1824.7 2546.7 3477.4 4598.8 6006.6
d--.35 2.5256 9569.9 1619.9 1346.3 1611.0 2062.6 2681.0 3431.0 4378.1 5465.4
d--.30 2.2507 454.92 23430.0 3452.5 2827.7~ 3039.3 3496.8 4117.2 4916.5 5886.4
d--.25 1.9946 118.J4 2853.1 644700.0 15100.0 8865.4 7585.4 7591.7 7987.4 8]18.1
d--.20 1.7580 46.549 357.98 2059.4 13130.0 220000.0 543400.0 87040.0 48290.0 36590.0
d--.15 1.5399 22.004 103.09 326.53 847.18 1948.1 4164.0 8604.1 17570.0 35730.0
d--.10 1.3407 11.620 39.894 96.409 193.24 343.76 563.21 866,31 1282.3 1816.1
d--.05 1.1604 6.1534 18.073 36.554 63.441 99.403 145.45 202.48 271.58 352.19
d-.00 1.0000 4.0000 9.0000 16.000 25.000 36.000 49.000 64.000 B1.000 100.00
d-.OS .8613 2.5586 4.8958 7.7839 11.166 15.014 19.328 24.997 29.081 34.572
d-.10 .7491 1.7451 2.9065 4.1977 5.5978 7.0958 8.7097 10.349 12.085 13.904
d-.15 .6769 1.3053 1.9431 2.5900 3.2467 3.9125 4,6021 5.2683 5.9566 6.6543
d-.20 .6884 1.1628 1.5944 2.0000 2.3914 2.7697 3.1317 3.5001 3.8552 4.2052
d-.24 .8629 1.3540 1.7723 2.1492 2.6982 2.6275 3.1409 3.4418 3.7322 4.0137TABLE 3
Asymptotíc Variances of j(d - d) Using Five Mooents
1-S 2-6 3-) 4-8 5-9 6-LO 7-11 8-12 9-13 10-14
d--.49 1.2611 18.783 30.082 50.677 81.124 123.23 178.13 247.71 336.24 445.14
d--.45 1.2065 25.396 35.049 54.530 82.519 119.99 168.15 228.73 303.11 392.54
d--.40 1.1370 43.514 47.144 65.464 93.257 129.49 174.34 226.67 285.86 360.89
d--.35 1.0752 104.33 79.417 93.092 118.20 151.85 193.27 242.42 300.21 365.64
d--.30 1.0125 243.61 205.21 233.60 293.37 352.72 368.21 315.24 373.03 439.79
d--.25 .9510 80.067 1100.9 770.22 568.87 528.54 540.65 SB0.11 635.27 703.36
d--.20 .8919 23.526 178.61 1179.6 7417.6 7995.3 4483.7 3238.2 2735.5 2517.4
d--.15 .8346 9.7678 38.425 108.16 259.33 569.49 1197.7 2485.3 5223.9 11492.0
d--.10 .7804 5.0525 14.130 29.573 53.255 87.237 136.46 201.61 286.87 393.32
d--.OS .7294 3.0305 6.7501 12.000 18.781 27.314 37.697 50.014 64.412 80.942
d-.00 .6833 1.5866 2.4957 6.0128 8.6091 11.604 15.003 18.808 23.010 27.614
d-.OS .6444 1.5008 2.4652 3.5344 4.7070 5.9816 7.3544 8.8226 10.383 12.034
d-.10 .6184 1.2080 1.7925 2.3886 3.0021 3.6355 4.2890 4.9633 5.6568 6.3707
d-.15 .6179 1.0710 1.4693 1.8734 2.2523 2.6272 2.9992 3.3702 3.7398 4.1180
d-.20 .6759 1.1052 1.4667 1.7913 2.0937 2.3809 2.6566 2.9257 3.1872 3.4432
d-.24 .8088 1.3202 1.7423 2.1097 2.4411 2.7470 3.0341 3.3067 3.5676 3.8189TABLE 4
Asyuptotic Variances of fT ( d - d) Usíng Ten liouents
1-10 2-11 3-12 4-13 5-14 6-15 7-16 8-17 9-18 10-19
d--.49 .9938 7.6420 11.667 18.301 27.366 39.155 53.889 72.010 94.265 121.09
d--.45 .9480 9.5782 13.336 19.683 28.216 39.070 52.494 68.820 88.312 111.19
d--.40 .9047 14.678 17.880 24.570 33.483 46.352 57.196 71.978 88.853 109.44
d--.35 .8667 26.757 26.655 32.747 40.604 53.169 62.260 76.579 94.173 116.78
d--.30 .8977 101.99 88.877 89.724 99.346 110.9) 114.12 107.84 120.12 135.37
d--.25 .8043 72.637 211.98 173.74 162.58 166.95 178.92 195.72 215.98 236.49
d--.20 .7697 22.335 175.82 870.72 1398.0 1128.2 924.65 825.65 783.05 770.91
d--.15 .7356 8.4917 32.553 90.117 214.99 475.75 1013.1 2167.8 4756.9 10826.
d--.10 .7034 4.2714 11.275 22.508 38.964 61.773 92.229 146.48 216.36 311.04
d--.OS .6728 2.5812 5.3867 9.0495 13.592 19.045 25.452 37.396 49.635 54.364
d-.00 .6453 1.7927 3.1769 4.7666 6.5621 8.5582 10.758 13.159 15.758 18.558
d-.OS .6229 1.3797 2.1680 2.9939 3.8625 4.7770 5.7375 6.7442 7.7965 8.8950
d-.10 .6105 1.1597 1.6728 2.1727 2.6698 3.1693 3.6742 4.1864 4.7057 5.2343
d-.15 .6176 1.0629 1.4420 1.8127 2.1530 2.4822 2.6034 . 3.1193 3.4308 3.7462
d-.20 .6657 1.0989 1.4644 1.7894 2.0880 2.3677 2.6330 2.8890 3.1356 3.3751
d-.24 .7538 1.2490 1.6753 2.0540 2.3980 2.7154 3.0119 3.2918 3.5580 3.6126zz
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